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The authors of this paper propose to use such additional characteristics as ‘Relevance’ and ‘Effectiveness’ when
analysing a simulation model. These indicators provide a model characterization within the entire range of variations of the output parameters of the object. Relevance is defined as a degree to which the ideal trend matches the
real one on the relevance chart showing the predicted and actual values of a simulated parameter. Effectiveness
is defined as a proportion of observations of the predicted values of a parameter deviating from the actual values
with a relative error not exceeding the specified level to the total number of observations.
The paper describes an example of a model for predicting the rolling force required to produce large plates in plate
mills and of how to build and analyse such model. The first feature that differentiates this model from the existing ones is that a more detailed differentiation of rolling instances in terms of height of the deformation zone is
taken into account when calculating the stress state index in the deformation zone. The second distinctive feature
is that L. V. Andreyuk’s modified formula was used for yield stress calculations. Data from two-stand plate mill
2800 and single-stand plate mill 5000 were used to analyse the quality of the model. The rolling force calculations
performed with the developed model had a relative error within –15.1 to +20.8%. The model showed an 11%
increase in relevance and a 48% increase in effectiveness.

Introduction
Considering the general definition of mathematical
model [1–3 et al.] and how it is defined in the field of
metal forming [e.g. 4–6], we shall regard a mathematical model as a combination of mathematical objects and
relations between them which follow a certain algorithm.
In terms of building a mathematical model, we shall consider to be acceptable the sufficiency principle, which says
that the variety of types and the quantity of mathematical
objects constituting a model shall be considered sufficient
if the model can simulate the phenomenon of investigation with required accuracy. L. A. Kuznetsov arrived at
a similar conclusion, which he worded differently. He
says in his paper [7]: The content of a model should be
adequate to the problems it is designed to help solve (the
model should reflect such relationships between the inputs and the outputs with such accuracy as necessary for
the problem in view).
A conventional practice is to use absolute and relative errors [e.g. 8–13] to analyse the modelling accuracy.
However, the above are point estimates which fail to cover
all the variations of the output parameters of the object
when characterizing the quality of the model. Therefore,
we believe it would be reasonable to apply additional estimates which we refer to as ‘relevance’ and ‘effectiveness’.
Estimating the relevance and effectiveness of the model
Relevance is the ability of the model to adequately
represent the phenomenon under investigation both in
terms of quantity and quality. A chart showing a compari© RUMYANTSEV M. I., TULUPOV O. N., 2018

Fig. 1. Relevance Chart

son of the simulation results with experimental data [14],
referred to as ‘Relevance Chart’ (Fig. 1), provides a good
illustration of the above ability. The dots in the chart represent estimated values  of a Y property obtained using
the developed model in the same conditions in which
the actual values y were documented. A least square line
y = k + с was built over the dots that represent an actual
relevance trend (line 1 in Fig. 1). The chart also shows
an ideal relevance trend built over the dots arranged to
the statement i = yi (line 2 in Fig. 1). If both are rising
trends, it means that the model is in qualitative relevance
to the phenomenon of interest. A coefficient of determination, which is calculated using the following formula:
C 2 = 1 − ∑ ei2 ∑ Ei2 , can serve as the measure of quantitative relevance (capability, quality of conformance).
2
In the context of this paper, ∑ ei2 = ∑ ( yi − yˆi ) is a sum
of squared deviations of the actual trend from the ideal
2
one, whereas ∑ Ei2 = ∑ ( yi − y ) is a sum of squared de-
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Table 1. Model Effectiveness Estimation Scale
Effectiveness, %

Estimate

95 to 100

Excellent

81 to 94

Good

71 to 80

Satisfactory

50 to 70

Unsatisfactory

Less than 50

Poor

viations of n dots of the actual relevancetrend from the
sample mean of the actual values ( y = 1 n ∑ yi ).
Based on the previous study [15], effectiveness shall be
defined as the ability of the model to produce simulation
results that would be similar to the actual performance of
the object of simulation. For a certain Y property after n
tests, the effectiveness of the model is Eδ = 100·mδ/n (%),
where mδ is the number of predicted values of the object’s
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property that deviate from the actual values with the relative error not exceeding |δ|. The authors propose [15] to
use a Model Effectiveness Estimation Scale (Table 1).
If the effectiveness was estimated to be ‘excellent’ or
‘good’, the obtained models can be recognized as capable
of adequately representing the objects or processes under
investigation.
Developing and analyzing a mathematical model
to predict the rolling force for rolling large plates

Large plates are produced in special plate mills. At the
same time the production of new products of this type
may be hampered due to power limitations of rolling
stands and drives used [16]. Because of this the problem
of improving the prediction accuracy of the rolling force
as a variable which can significantly influence the other
power characteristics of the process is given an ever rising
attention.
Table 2. Mill 2800 and mill 5000 stands and drives
Plate mill 2800 and plate mill 5000 were considered
Plate Mill
Plate Mill 2800
5000
for the purpose of improving the accuracy of the model
Characteristic
Stand
predicting the rolling force required to produce large
Duo
Quarto
Quarto
plates. Plate mill 2800 consists of a vertical stand and
Work Roll Diameter, mm
1200–1300 1050–1150 1110–1210
two horizontal roll stands — a duo roughing mill and
Back-Up Roll Diameter, mm
–
1620–1680 2100–2300
a quarto finishing mill with conventional rolls. Plate
Main Drive Motor
mill 5000 is only comprised of a quarto universal mill
Power, kW
3350
2×5000
2×12000
with CVCPLUS horizontal rolls. Table 2 below shows
Speed, RPM
0–30–60
0–60–120 0–60–115
the main characteristics of the stands and drives of the
Max. Mill Speed, m/sec.
2.7
5.4
7.3
above mills.
Max. Rolling Force, MN
32.5
60
120
Irrespective of the number of stands in a mill, the
Max. Torque, MN·m
2.12
0.596
7.64
process of rolling large plates includes a roughing stage
and a finishing stage. 170 roughing stage
Table 3. Ratios for calculating the stress state index in the deformation zones of vari- observations and 128 finishing stage
ous heights
observations were considered. During
Formula
the roughing stage, the height of the
m range
Authors
Source
nσ formula
no.
deformation zone, which is defined
(1)
0.3–0.7 V. F. Pushkarev
[18]
m–0.42
as a ratio of the length of the deforma(2)
0.7–1.0 V. F. Pushkarev
[18]
m–0.2
tion zone to the average plate thick(3)
< 1.0
V. S. Smirnov
[19]
m–0.4
l x h = 2 R (h0 − h1 ) (h0 + h1 ) ,
ness:
⎛ 1⎞
stays
mainly
within the range of 0.4–0.6
1.25ln ⎜ ⎟ + 1.25 m − 0.25
(4)
0.12–1.0 V. M. Lugovskoy
[20]
⎝ m⎠
to 1.0–1.2 (Fig. 2, а), while the line rolling force (i.e. a force related to the plate
2
1
⎛ 1⎞
+ 0.04 ⎜ ⎟
0.5 m + 0.6
(5)
0.28–1.0 A. D. Tomlenov
[21]
width b) P1 = P/b varies predominantly
⎝
⎠
m
m
from 4 to 12 kN/mm (Fig. 2, c). In the
1⎞
⎛
case of finishing rolling (Fig. 2, b and
0,5 ⎜ m + ⎟
(6)
1.0–2.0 M. Ya. Brovman
[22]
⎝
m⎠
Fig. 2, d), the following parameters can
–
be observed: lx /h = 0.6–3.0 (predomi0.75 + 0.25m
(7)
> 2.0
M. Ya. Brovman
[21]
nantly, 1.0–2.6) and P1 = 6–24 kN/mm
⎡⎛ h ⎞ δ ⎤
2hγ
(predominantly,
8–20 kN/mm).
⎢ γ − 1⎥
(4.1.68) (8)
Δh ( δ − 1) ⎢⎜⎝ h1 ⎟⎠
⎥
Models built through the method
⎣
⎦
of averages could be particularly help1δ
ful when developing and testing design
δ
⎧
⎫
2
2.0–4.0
A. I. Tselikov
[22]
⎪1+ 1+ δ − 1 ( h0 h1) ⎪
and practical solutions for predicting
(9)
hγ = h1 ⎨
⎬
δ +1
⎪
⎪
the rolling force requirements. In such
⎩
⎭
case the line rolling force would be as
–
–
lx
follows: P1 = p lx = 1.15nσσs lx (where
δ = 2μ y
(10)
–
Δh
p stands for the mean contact pressure
–
calculated against the mean yield stress σs
0.72 + 0.28m
(11)
1.0–3.7 V. M. Lugovskoy
[20]

(

22

)
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Table 4. Stress state models considered
Formula no. at different m values per Table 3
Model
0.12–0.3 0.31–0.70 0.71–1.00 1.01–1.50 1.51–2.00
М1
М2
М3
М4
М5
М6
М7

(3)
(4)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(3)

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(5)

(6)
(6)
(6)
(6)
(6)
(6)
(6)

2.01
and higher
(7)
(7)
(7)
(11)
(5)
(8)+(9)+(10)
(11)

Table 5. Estimated errors of the stress state model
variations
Model
Error, %
М1

М2

М3

М4

М5

М6

М7

δmin

–12.4 –9.8 –13.6 –13.6 –13.6 –20.5 –15.1

δmax

32.3

32.3

32.3

33.1

33.8

38.2

20.8

|δmin| + δmax

44.7

42.1

45.9

46.7

47.4

58.7

35.9

–
δ

7.7

9.4

6.9

6.5

6.2

6.3

2.5

in the deformation zone using
the stress state index nσ). With
the purpose of improving the
model accuracy, we speculated
if it would be reasonable to use
a more detailed differentiation
of rolling instances in terms of
height of the deformation zone
–
m = lx /h when calculating the
stress state index nσ. We also
looked at the ranges of the m
parameter and the nσ formulae
given in Table 3. Seven model
variations (Table 4) were built,
with estimated relevant errors
given in Table 5. In all cases,
L.V. Andreyuk’s [17] modified
formula was applied for yield
stress calculations.
The M7 model is characterized by the smallest range
of error — |δmin| + δmax =35.9%
and the lowest mean relative
–
error — δ = 2.5 %. The model Fig. 2. Values of the height of the deformation zone and the line force observed during
roughing (a & c) and finishing (b & d) passes in plate mills
has the following presentation:
A. D. Tomlenov’s (5) formula was introduced for 0.7 <
⎧m −0,4
при m ≤ 0.7
< m ≤ 1.0. The above mentioned calculations of the stress
⎪
2
state index help improve the relevance of the line roll1
⎪
⎛ 1⎞
ing force prediction model from 0.769 to 0.859 (Fig. 3)
⎪⎪0,5 m + 0,6 m + 0,04 ⎜⎝ m ⎟⎠ при 0.7 < m ≤ 1.0
nσ = ⎨
and enhance the effectiveness from 56.9 to 84.3% at the
1⎞
⎪ ⎛
allowable error of | δ | ≤ 15% (according to Table 1, from
при
1.0
<
m
≤
1.5
0,5
m
⎪ ⎜⎝ + m ⎟⎠
‘Unsatisfactory’ to ‘Good’).
⎪
при m > 1.5.
(12)
⎪⎩0,72 + 0,28m
Concluding Remarks
The M1 model, with the following accuracy: |δmin| +
–
The quality assessment stage of the mathematical
+ δmax = 44.7 % and δ = 7.7 %, follows M.Ya. Brovman’s
modelling method has been complimented with such
[22] recommendations, which are commonly applied,
characteristics as ‘Relevance’ and ‘Effectiveness’. In
and has the following presentation:
combination with the conventional error characteris⎧m −0,4
при m ≤ 0.5
⎪
tics, the above estimates provide for a more sound model
(13)
при 0.5 < m ≤ 2.0
nσ = ⎨0,5 (m + 1 m )
adequacy analysis as they characterise the quality of the
⎪0,75 + 0,25m
при m > 2.0.
⎩
model within the entire range of variations of the output
parameters of the object.
A rolling force prediction model has been developed
The difference between models (12) and (13) is that
that takes into account a more detailed differentiation of
in model (12) V. S. Smirnov’s (4) and M. Ya. Brovman’s
rolling instances in terms of height of the deformation
(6–7) formulae are applied for different m ranges and
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10.

11.

12.

13.

Fig. 3. Relevance charts for the rolling force prediction
models with the stress state index calculated:
а — per formula (12); b — per formula (13)

zone when calculating the stress state index and uses
L.V. Andreyuk’s modified formula to calculate the yield
stress. A quality analysis of the model, which was based
on the data from 298 observations made on two-stand
plate mill 2800 and single-stand plate mill 5000, showed
that the model can predict the rolling force with an error
within –15.1 to +20.8%. The model showed a relevance
of 0.859 (89.5%) and an effectiveness of 84.3% with the
error not exceeding ±15%, which qualifies the model
quality as good.
The authors applied the above described approach to
also develop models and practical solutions applicable
to the production of sheet steel for different applications
[23–25].
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